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Respiratory Myopathy in Type II  
Diabetes Mellitus
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ABSTRACT
Background and Objectives: The incidence of Type II diabetes 
mellitus is on the rise in developing countries. It is well known 
that this metabolic disorder leads to a variety of multi-system 
complications, mainly in the eye, kidney, heart, and the nervous 
system. Since diabetes affects almost all systems of the 
body, much importance is given to micro-angiopathy, macro-
angiopathy, retinopathy, and nephropathy. The most neglected 
system in diabetes is the respiratory system. Hence, this study 
was done to determine the respiratory muscle weakness in Type 
II diabetes mellitus. 

Methods: This study design included 45 type II diabetic patients 
and 47 healthy non-diabetic volunteers (the sample size was 
adequate and the sample size calculation was done by our 
statistician). Pulmonary function tests were done by computerized 
spirometry (RMS Polyrite). The data which were obtained were 
analyzed statistically by using the Students ‘t’-test. 

Interpretation and Conclusion: There was a consistent 
reduction in the spirometry parameters in type II diabetes; 
this could probably be due to respiratory muscle weakness or 
phrenic nerve demyelination.

InTROduCTIOn
India is witnessing an epidemic of diabetes mellitus [1]. The 
complication which is caused by diabetes mellitus has become a 
challenging health problem. Type II diabetes is by far the most common 
health problem, affecting 90 to 95% of the diabetic population [2]. 
The preval ence of Type II diabetes in Asian Indians is the highest 
preval ence in the world [3]. Diabetes is a systemic disease that 
produces changes in the structure and function of several tissues, 
particularly of the connective tissues, with complications that affect 
various systems. The presence of an abundant connective tissue 
in the lung and an extensive micro vascular circulation raises the 
possibility that the lung may be a target organ in diabetic patients 
[4]. 

The lung parenchyma displays a prominent viscoelastic behavi-
our [5]. The elastin in the lung parenchyma provides elasticity. 
The collagen fibres which are arranged loosely become tight only 
when the parenchyma is distended. Elastin is highly stretchable, 
while collagen is much stiffer. Collagen maintains the mechanical 
integrity of the organ. The chest wall and the associated 
respiratory muscles provide the external distending stress which 
maintains the lung in the state of inflation. Thus, the mechanical 
behaviour of the lung depends on the mechanical behaviour of 
its microstructural element. The microscopic properties of the 
parenchymal network influence both the elastic and the resistive 
properties of the lung [6]. Many studies have focussed on the 
declining pulmonary functions in type I diabetes, but very few 
have analyzed the pulmonary function in type II diabetics. Studies 
which have assessed the respiratory muscle weakness have 
been done, with parameters like maximal expiratory pressure 
(Pemax) and maximal inspiratory pressure (Pimax) [7,8]. The type 
I diabetics were found to have a more pronounced declining 
lung function than the type II diabetics. Pulmonary dysfunction 
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may be one of the earliest measurable non-metabolic alteration 
in diabetes [4,9]. The major cause for this alteration is protein 
glycosylation which is responsible for thickening of the basement 
membrane of various tissues, leading to diffuse micro-angiopathy, 
demyelination, and chromatolysis of the axons and the Schwann 
walls [10]. The pathogenesis of the complications of diabetes is 
still a matter of debate and it is thought to involve both a micro-
angiopathic process and the non-enzymatic glycosylation of the 
tissue proteins. The early enzymatic glycosylation end products 
are reversible. The advanced enzymatic glycosylation end 
products accumulate in the vessel wall, which is irreversible. In 
clinics, the respiratory muscle endurance is generally assessed 
by using one of the following techniques-Maximal sustainable 
voluntary ventilation (MSVV) [reported as a fraction of the actually 
measured MVV (Maximal voluntary ventilation)] and incremental 
threshold holding [11,12]. The respiratory muscle weakness is 
classified under restrictive diseases. Along with routine parameters 
like forced vital capacity (FVC), forced expiratory volume in one 
second (FEV1), peak expiratory flow rate (PEFR), forced expiratory 
flow (FEF25-75) and FEV1/FVC, maximum voluntary ventilation 
(MVV) is also done. Maximum voluntary ventilation (MVV), is the 
main criterion for the measurement of respiratory muscle strength 
and it has been interpreted in our study. From our study, it has 
been hypothesized that there is a strong association between 
respiratory muscle weakness and type II diabetes mellitus.

MATeRIAlS And MeThOdS
The permission to conduct this study was obtained from the 
institutional ethical committee. The patients with type II diabetes 
mellitus, who were taking treatment in the Diabetic Outpatients 
Department of a hospital in Chennai, India from June 2010 to June 
2011, who were without any respiratory illness and complications, 
were selected for this study. This study included forty five patients 
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(30 females and 15 males) with type II diabetes mellitus and forty 
seven healthy non-diabetic volunteers who were age and sex 
matched [10,13]. Their lung functions were measured by using the 
Spirometer model, RMS 401with the Helios software [7].

An informed written consent was obtained from all the subjects. A 
detailed history was obtained from both the control and the study 
groups. They underwent a physical examination, which included 
fundoscopy also. Their fasting and post-prandial plasma glucose 
and glycosylated haemoglobin levels were analyzed by a fully 
automated method (turbidity method-direct method). Pulmonary 
function testing was done for both the diabetic and the non-
diabetic subjects. The pulmonary function test was performed by 
using computerized spirometry (RMS Polyrite). The performance 
of the pulmonary function test was demonstrated. The FVC, PEF, 
FEV1/FVC%, FEF25-75% and MVV were recorded thrice in the 
sitting posture at 11am everyday and the best of three readings 
was taken for the statistical analysis. The values were calibrated 
everyday before the start of the record.

The instrument is designed for lung function screening [14,15]. 
The Spiro meter model RMS HELIOS 401 is an apparatus which 
measures the volume of air which is inspired and expired by the 
lungs. It has a precision differential pressure transducer for the 
measurement of the respiration flow rates. 

The master charts of diabetics and non-diabetics were prepared 
along with the predicted and the percentage predicted values. 
The statistical analysis was done by the Student’s ‘t’-test, which 
was used to find the significant difference of pulmonary function 
parameters between the healthy non-diabetic controls and the type 
II diabetic cases. The descriptive statistics for the anthropometric, 
biochemical and the lung function parameters were computed 
by arithmetic mean and standard deviation. Pearson’s correlation 
co-efficient was used to quantify the extent of the relationship 
between the PFT parameters and other quantitative variables. 
SPSS version 15.0 was used for the statistical analysis. All the 
statistical tests which were used for the analysis were two tailed. 
A p value of <0.05 was considered as statistically significant. 

 

[Table/Fig-1]: SPIROMETER model RMS HELIOS 401

ReSulTS 
A total number of 92 subjects were suitable for the analysis. There 
were 45 diabetics (study group) and 47 non-diabetics (control 
group). The mean age of the non-diabetic group was 44.04 years, 
with a range of 35-55 years of age. The mean age of the diabetic 
group was 47.09, with a range of 31-57 years of age. The subjects 
were closely comparable in their age distribution within the groups. 
[Table/Fig-2] The duration of diabetes ranged from 3 months to 22 
years, with a mean duration of 6.29 years and an SD of 5.02 years 
[Table/Fig-3].

Overall, the level of control of the blood sugar among the diabetics 
appeared to be good, since all of them were on oral hypoglycaemic 
agents. The mean FBS value was 128.44mg/dl, with an SD of 
±46.67mg/dl, which ranged from 68mg/dl to 236mg/dl. The mean 
PPBS value was 211.89mg/dl, with an SD of ±68.24mg/dl, which 
ranged from 98mg/dl to 359mg/dl [Table/Fig-4].

The mean Spirometric values were consistently low in diabetics 
as compared to those in non-diabetics. The differences were 
statistically significant for all the parameters, which included FVC, 
FEV1, PEFR, FEF25-75, FEV1/FVC and MVV [Table/Fig-5].

The mean Spirometric values were assessed as the percentage 
which was predicted to overcome the variations which were caused 
due to the age, height and weight of the subjects. In the percentage 
predicted values, the diabetics had lower values as compared to 
the non-diabetics for FVC, FEV1, PEFR, FEF25-75 and FEV1/FVC. 
MVV. The significant effect of the diabetes appeared to be on FVC, 
FEV1, PEFR and FEF25-75. On FEV1/FVC, the differences showed 
a variable effect [Table/Fig-6].

There was a very rough correlation between the declining Spiro-
metric values and the FBS and the PPBS values. The Pearson’s cor-
relation coefficient of the Spirometric values yielded a significance 
only between HbA1C and the percentage predicted values of 
FVC and FEV1. Also, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient of the 
Spirometric values yielded a significance between BMI and the 

group Number minimum maximum mean Sd

Nondiabetics 47 35 55 44.04 6.58

Diabetics 45 31 57 47.09 6.68

[Table/Fig-2]: Age

Group Number minimum maximum mean Sd

Diabetics 45 3months 22years 6.29 5.02

[Table/Fig-3]: Duration of Diabetes

Number minimum maximum mean Sd

FBS 45 68 236 128.44 46.67

PPBS 45 98 359 211.89 68.24

[Table/Fig-4]: Blood glucose levels
 

Predicted values
Nondiabetic
mean ± ± Sd

diabetic
mean ± ± Sd P value

FVC 2.86 ± ± 0.62 2.57 ± ± 0.52 0.017

FEV1 2.27 ± ± 0.50 1.97 ± ± 0.46 0.005

PEF 7.32 ± ± 1.46 6.59 ± ± 1.37 0.016

FEF25-75 3.07 ± ± 0.69 2.62 ± ± 0.70 0.003

FEV1/FVC 79.38 ± ± 2.17 77.62 ± ± 2.73 0.001

MVV 113.57 ± ± 17.94 101.64 ± ± 17.58 0.002

[Table/Fig-5]: Spirometric results
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percentage predicted values of FVC. Regression analysis revealed 
a significance between the duration of diabetes and the percentage 
predicted values of PEFR and FEF25-75 [Table/Fig-7].

dISCuSSIOn
The present study mainly focussed on the assessment of the 
ventilatory function in type II diabetes mellitus patients and its com-
parison with age and sex matched healthy non-diabetic controls. As 
the literature review suggested that the parameter MVV measures 
the strength of the inspiratory muscles, and as our results showed 
that there was muscle weakness in type II diabetes mellitus, this 
study focussed on the parameter MVV to detect the respiratory 
muscle weakness in the type II diabetes mellitus subjects. This study 
included more number of females as compared to males. The female 
preponderance was mainly due to the rejection of many numbers of 
male diabetics with a history of smoking. 

The duration of diabetes in this study ranged from a minimum of 
three months to a maximum of twenty two years. Since all the 
patients were on oral hypoglycaemic drugs, their FBS and PPBS 
levels were all in fair control. Their glycated haemoglobin levels with 
a mean of 6.88, again showed a fair, long term control of their sugar 
levels. The BMI of both the diabetics and the non-diabetics with a 
mean of 26.35 and 24.43 respectively, also did not fall under the 
obesity category. The mean values of all the Spirometric parameters 
were all higher in the non-diabetics as compared to the diabetics.

The percentage predicted FVC values were consistently lower in 
the diabetics as compared to the non-diabetics, with a significant 
p value of 0.01. The results of this study were in agreement with 
those of Sanjeev et al and Maurizio et al. study [4,16]. They had 
demonstrated a consistent FVC reduction in their studies on 
non-insulin dependent diabetic patients. This reduction can be 
explained on the basis that in diabetes, thickening of the basal 
lamina occurs in the alveolar epithelium and the pulmonary 
capillary. Also, due to the non-enzymatic glycosylation of the 
connective tissue, the elastic recoil of lung is reduced. This leads 
to the reduced FVC in diabetics. 

The percentage predicted values of FEV1 were again consistently 
lower in diabetics than in non-diabetics, with a significant P value of 

0.01. The findings of this study were in agreement with those of the 
study of Sanjeev Sinha et al [16], who demonstrated a decrease 
in the FEV1 values in diabetics as compared to those in non-
diabetics. This reduction was due to the thickening of the alveolar 
epithelium and the pulmonary capillary basal lamina and also due 
to the reduced recoiling of the lung. 

The PEFR values were again reduced in diabetics, with a significant 
p value of 0.01. The findings of this study were in agreement with 
those of the study of Wendy A. Davis et al [17] and Vinay Agarwal et 
al, which showed decreased PEFR values. The possible explanation 
for this reduction is the reduced force generating capacity of the 
expiratory muscle and the reduced recoiling of the lungs [17, 18].

The FEF25-75 was again reduced in diabetics, with a significant p 
value of 0.00. The findings of this study were in agreement with those 
of the study of Sreeja et al, which showed a significant reduction 
in the FEF25-75 values in diabetics. The initial part of an FVC 
curve indicates FEF25-75, which depends on bronchopulmonary 
factors like neuromuscular factors and the mechanical properties 
of the lung. Both were altered in diabetics, as was suggested by a 
literature review [19].

There was a rough decrease in the value of FEV1/FVC in diabetics 
as compared to that in non-diabetics, though it didn’t reach a 
statistical significance. This result agreed with the results of the 
study of Vinay Agarwal et al, which showed decreased FEV1/FVC 
values in both males and females, thus suggesting a restrictive 
pattern of the disease.

The absolute MVV values were lower in diabetics, with a significant 
p value of 0.01. But the percentage predicted MVV showed a 
rise in the MVV values in diabetics, as compared to those in non-
diabetics due to the descriptive variables such as age, height and 
weight [14]. This finding was in agreement with the findings of 
Sultan Ayoub Meo et al [20] and Vinay Agarwal et al [18], which 
showed reduced MVV values, thus reflecting the reduced strength 
of the  respiratory muscles and the reduced compliance of the 
thorax-lung complex.

Overall, the literature review suggests that pulmonary dysfunction 
may be one of the earliest measurable non metabolic alterations 
in diabetes [18]. The major cause for this alteration is protein 
glycosylation, which is responsible for thickening of the basement 
membranes of various tissues, leading to diffuse microangiopathy, 
demyelination, and chromatolysis of the axons and the Schwann 
walls [21]. Since the phrenic nerve is the principal nerve supply of 
the respiratory muscles including the diaphragm, the observation 
of the reduced FEF25-75, PEFR and MVV values might be due to 
the phrenic nerve involvement and its alteration due to diabetes.

On comparison of the duration of diabetes with all the Spirometric 
parameters, a significant reduction was observed in the PEFR 
values though other parameters were also reduced with an 
increasing duration of diabetes, this but did not reach a statistical 
significance.

On comparison of the FBS and the PPBS values with the Spirometric 
variables, no statistical significance was found to be reached but a 
rough correlation was observed.

On comparison of HbA1C with the Spirometric values, a significant 
correlation was observed with FVC and FEV1. The poor lung 
function values were associated with a poor sugar control. A 
significant association was observed between HbA1C and the 
declining FVC and FEV1 values. This finding was in agreement with 
that of the Fremantile Diabetes Study which was done by Wendy 

% Predicted Nondiabetics diabetics P value

FVC 81.83 ± ± 21.91 60.78 ± ± 19.18 0.000*

FEV1 94.40 ± ± 27.36 67.64 ± ± 21.99 0.000*

PEFR 59.36 ± ± 24.44 47.87 ± ± 21.24 0.018*

FEF25-75 92.66 ± ± 42.98 71.02 ± ± 33.82 0.009*

FEV1/FVC 114.68 ± ± 7.79 112.40 ± ± 16.48 0.403

MVV 42.68 ± ± 18.46 47.87 ± ± 15.22 0.144

[Table/Fig-6]: Spirometric results

Significant P values*

% 
predicted age

duration  
of 

diabetes Bmi fBS PPBS hba1C

FVC% 0.039 0.158 0.034 0.548 0.335 0.078

FEV1% 0.139 0.168 0.129 0.187 0.151 0.036

PEFR% 0.524 0.027 0.945 0.181 0.159 0.459

FEF25-75% 0.397 0.065 0.781 0.595 0.511 0.844

FEV1/FVC% 0.394 0.823 0.178 0.131 0.309 0.423

MVV% 0.170 0.197 0.646 0.762 0.639 0.306

[Table/Fig-7]: Regression analysis
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A.Davis et al, which indicated a poor lung function which was 
associated with a poor glycaemic control.

In our study, we found a predominant restrictive pattern of the 
disease, with a significant FVC and FEV1/FVC reduction, that was < 
80% of that which was predicted. A reduced PEFR value indicated 
the reduced capacity of the expiratory muscles. Significant FEF25-
75 values indicated reduced bronchopulmonary factors like 
the mechanical properties of the lung and also neuromuscular 
properties. The reduced MVV values indicated the reduced 
endurance of the respiratory muscles. 

As the force generating capacity was predominantly observed to 
be reduced in diabetics, it indicated respiratory muscle weakness 
in the diabetics as compared to that in the non-diabetics. Since 
respiratory muscle weakness is classified under restrictive lung 
diseases, our study supported other researches, thus suggesting 
the weakness of the respiratory muscle in type II diabetes.

COnCluSIOn
According to our study, there was a predominant restrictive pattern 
of the disease in type II diabetes mellitus, with a significant reduction 
of FVC and FEV1/FVC. A reduced PEFR value indicated the 
reduced capacity of the expiratory muscles. A significant decrease 
in the FEF25-75% values indicated the reduced mechanical and the 
neuromuscular properties of the lung. The reduced MVV indicated 
the reduced endurance of the respiratory muscles, thus indicating 
respiratory muscle weakness in diabetics. 

In diabetes mellitus, thickening of the basement membrane of vari-
ous tissues including the phrenic nerve tissue leads to demyelination 
and chromatolysis of the axons and Schwann cells, which would 
be the reason for the reduced respiratory muscle strength. The 
reduction in the respiratory muscle strength in type II diabetics in 
this study was indicated by reduced MVV, PEFR and FEF25-75 
values. Thickening of the alveolar epithelium and the pulmonary 
capillary basal lamina and the reduced recoiling of the lung could 
be the reasons for the reduced spirometric parameters. Hence, 
an early detection of the reduced pulmonary function and the 
respiratory myopathy through simple spirometry as a routine test 
is essential for preventing the respiratory complication outcome 
which is caused by diabetes mellitus. In future, the same study can 
be extended by including parameters like respiratory pressures, 
diffusion capacity and non-volitional tests to assess the respiratory 
muscle strength in a larger sample group.
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